John Johnson Collection: pre-1960 ephemera
Crests and Arms index

This section has not been catalogued or digitised

Extent: 4 boxes

Box 1
Bishop Percy of Dromore
Artists’ drawing of Arms
Tinctures and Bearings

Box 2
Royal Arms
Royal Arms (Heidsieck advertisement)
Arms of Oxford and Cambridge

Box 3
Some Eighteenth Century Bookplates (duplicates from the bookplate collection)
Engraved Arms
Specimen Crests (Spiers & Sons)

Box 4
Crests miscellaneous
Articles and pamphlets
Manuals

See also
Johnson Albums 57, 77, 111, 141, 142, 167, 168, 175, 195, 197, 221, 230, 235, 256, 265
Johnson Albums Adds c.14, c.22, d.6, d.19, d.69, e.1, e.2, e.4, e.5, e.6, e.7, e.11, e.14
(more detail given in separate indexes)